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Organizational 

Storytelling

How do you tell 

people what you 

do and why you 

do it? 

Not just friends and 
neighbors, but potential 
funders and clients, crucial 
partners, volunteers, 
regulators, and taxpayers. 

In other words, how do you 
justify your existence and 
your request for others’ 
money, time, labor, 
or ideas?



As social creatures, we often communicate 
through stories. Stories can put information 
into context, true, but they also tap into 
emotion. We remember emotional 
associations long after we’ve forgotten 
informational content. That emotional 
resonance can hold your audience’s attention, 
and spark their motivation long after you’ve 
stopped talking.

Here’s a great example of non-profit 
storytelling, told to me by another great 
non-profit storyteller*:

“Hardcore LA gang-bangers walk through a 

street market on a Sunday morning. Tattoos, 

shaved heads, over-sized clothes. They 

stopped in front of a tiny kid, playing 

Brahms on a tiny violin. After five or six 

minutes, without saying a word to one 

another, I watched those gang members pull 

out their own money and lay it gently in the 

little kid’s case.

“I was earning a doctorate in Public Health 

at UCLA at the time, focused on what it takes 

to make a healthy community. That day, 

those gang members handed me a powerful 

lesson. They led me to research linking 

early-sustained music study with 

improvements in math, language, brain 

development and behavior – the basis for 

Harmony Project.”

–Margaret Martin, 
The Harmony Project

Why tell the story of 
your organization?

* Thanks to Andy Goodman for this example, which has 

stuck with me for years.
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In the space of just a few sentences, Martin 
uses a scene with villains and heroes to tell the 
story of how her non-profit music education 
organization came into being, 
and why.

Martin could introduce her work citing by 
scientific data about music education’s impact 
on intellectual, emotional, and social 
development. Her audience might have been 
intellectually impressed. With a story, they are 
emotionally connected. They have a human 
scene in which to place any subsequent 
scientific data Martin may give them.

People remember emotions long after they 
forget facts. You remember the excitement or 
sadness or wonder of a favorite movie or book 
long after you’ve lost the ability to recall the 
actual words, scenes, or plot of the story. Being 
memorable through emotions helps you appeal 
to funders, recruit volunteers, motivate staff, 
and answer critics. In short, it can increase the 
impact of your organization.

This isn’t just true for non-profit organizations 
working to bring world peace and solve world 
hunger. Even mundane bureaucratic 
departments need a compelling story about the 
work they do in the community, to explain and 
justify their use of public tax dollars.

Professionals in the public sector, especially 
those trained in sciences and research, tend to 
avoid emotion in their professional discourse. 
They might find it uncomfortable, 
melodramatic, inaccurate, irrelevant. 

Tapping into powerful narrative structures, 
telling your professional mission with story 
and emotion makes a strong, personal, and 
lasting impression on the audiences you need 
to sway in order to succeed.
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Even sewer systems need some love

Recently, the San Francisco sewer department used emotion to humanize the vital and 
heroic aspects of something as unsexy as sewage.

They ran an ad campaign on the city’s Metro buses with headlines of assertive 
statements the sewer system would make if it could talk:

• “You can’t live a day without me.”
• “Your #2 is my #1.”
• “No one deals with more crap than me.”

It’s kinda funny, kinda weird, but I think it also builds an effective emotional 
connection with the audience. It’s certainly more effective than a bus ad that says 
something purely factual such as, “Your sewer system improves public health.”



One thing I learned as the publisher of an 
alternative weekly newspaper: compelling 
stories have villains, victims, and heroes. The 
same thing goes for organizational 
storytelling.

Recall the story the Margaret Martin told 
about moment that led her to start her music 
education non-profit. In the story there were 
seemingly villainous gang members and a 
potential victim, a small child playing a violin 
in a public market. The hero of that particular 
story? Music itself.

It may sound corny, or melodramatic, or 
simplistic, but it's true. We cheer for heroes to 
beat villains and restore victims to safety. A 
multi-billion dollar franchise was founded on 
the story of hero Luke Skywalker overcoming 
the villain Darth Vader to restore Princess Leia 
to her home world.

With the proper casting, you can use these 
three types of characters to tell your 
organization's story.

• Villains can be literal bad guys, if you're 
working in public safety or national 
defense. Villains can also be harmful forces 
in the world that you're trying to overcome: 
disease, hunger, poverty, discrimination, 
inequality, ignorance.

• Victims are those harmed by the villains. 
Victims can be people: victims of crime, 
victims of domestic violence, victims of 
natural disaster. Victims can also be entities 
like forests, streams, neighborhoods. (The 
term 'victim' does carry some negative 
connotations associated with passivity or 
helplessness. It's best not to use the actual 
word in your storytelling unless its already 
an established usage or you explicitly want 
to use the terminology.)

Villains, victims, and heroes
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• Heroes who help victims overcome 
villains either through direction action or 
through inspiration and leadership. 
Heroes can be truly remarkable people, 
or average people who do remarkable 
things. Heroes can also be things like 
ideas,  medicines, policies, or behaviors.
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In organizational storytelling, the hero in part 
should be you. Yes, you! You get to cast 
yourself, your organization, or cause as the 
hero of your story. You can share the limelight 
with your research or services or partners, but 
organizational storytelling is no time to be 
overly modest. You are trying to do heroic 
things for the people you serve, aren't you?
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Casting your villains, 

victims, and heroes
In building your organizational story, 
ask yourself:

• What are the harmful forces that I'm 
trying to overcome?

• What impact does those harmful 
forces have on the victims in my 
story?

• How do I overcome the villains?

• What does victory over the villains 
look like for the victims in my story?



We know that people as social beings often 
communicate in stories, that stories convey 
emotional resonance as well as information, 
and that compelling stories often contain 
villains, victims, and heroes. But how do you 
actually tell a story?

Joseph Campbell, in his classic study The Hero 
With A Thousand Faces, draws from cultures 
around the globe and thousands of years of 
mythology to uncover the structure of the 
prototypical hero story. Along with creation 
myths, hero stories form a large portion of 
mythology and cultural storytelling.

There are several permutations of the hero 
story, depending on the hero's actions at key 
decision points in the prototypical story 
structure, and the outcomes of those actions. 
One permutation, presented here, is well 
suited to organizational storytelling.

Disharmony: Our hero notices that 

something is wrong in the world. This could 
be as grand as Siddhartha Gautama, the 
sheltered prince who would become 
Buddha, first noticing suffering in the 
world. It could be as simple as Robert
Kerns noticing the need for intermittent 
windshield wipers.

Invitation to adventure: Our hero receives 

an invitation to step out of the disharmonious 
world, to go on an adventure. This can be 
dramatic and obvious as in The Hobbitt, when 
Gandalf the wizard appears at Bilbo Baggins' 
house and invites him on an adventure to slay 
a dragon. In Margaret Martin's story about the 
power of music, her witnessing the scene with 
the gang members and the child playing violin 
was her invitation to the adventure of 
studying the impact of music education.

The structure of a story
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Quests, monsters, and helpers: Our hero 

travels on a quest. Along the way, he or she 
encounters a series of tests such as monsters, 
riddles, or insurmountable barriers. By 
overcoming the tests, our hero gains skills, 
tools, weapons, and confidence. Helpers also 
appear along the way — specially endowed 
characters who give crucial aid to the hero. 
Jesus was tested many times during his 
missionary travels throughout Israel. Along 
the way, he gathered 12 disciples who helped 
him spread his message.
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Theft of the magic elixir: Having gained 

knowledge, skills, and wisdom along the 
quest, our hero comes to the final challenge: 
the theft of the magic elixir. This potion has 
the ability to restore harmony to the hero's 
home. It could be a liquid, such as the nectar of 
the Greek gods or the communion wine of 
Christianity. It could also be some other form 
of magic or magic-seeming item, such as new 
technology (fire from Prometheus) or new 
knowledge / enlightenment.
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Return home to restore harmony: With 

new magic in hand, our hero returns home to 
restore harmony. That return can be easy, 
escorted by the gods or a magic flight. It can 
be as arduous as all the previous tests.
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My presentation of the 
hero’s story is sequential 
and linear. That’s 
somewhat the nature of 
writing. It’s important to 
note that Joseph Campbell 
in The Hero With A 
Thousand Faces presented 
the hero’s story as circular.

As Campbell saw the hero 
tale as circular, so too is the 
heroic work of providing 
public services. Every week 
there are new disharmonies 
to face, new trials to 
endure, new helpers who 
appear, new elixirs to grasp, 
and new opportunities to 
restore harmony.

The Eternal Cycle



Disharmony: When and how did you, your 

organization’s founders, researchers, or 
members of your community first notice 
something was wrong or missing? 
Regardless of what service you provide, 
there was a time when someone noticed a 
gap between the way things were (hunger, 
poverty, illness, inequality) and the way 
things could or should be (nutrition, wealth, 
health, equality).

Building your story
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Let’s pull all this mythological talk back into our real, workaday world. The hero story structure has 
five basic phases. Let’s see how those phases can be mapped on the history, work, and mission of 
your organization. Responding to the prompts here, in roughly the order given, can lead to the 
heroic story of your organization.

Invitation to adventure: Who received and 

accepted the invitation to do something 
about disharmony? Where were they when 
this happened? Who delivered the 
invitation? What was their reaction, and the 
reaction of those around them? Many people 
may notice something wrong or missing, but 
few will actually do something about it. What 
made this person special? 

Quest, monsters, and helpers: What tests 

and trials did your founder or organization go 
through in developing the goods or services 
that they offer? What knowledge and tools did 
they gain through those trials? Who appeared 
as helpers during your quest?

Theft of the magic elixir: What was the 

breakthrough moment for your organization, 
the realization or achievement that made 
possible the impact you have today? What is 
that elixir, and how do you know that it is 
magic?

Return home to restore harmony: In 

places where you’ve repaired the disharmony 
previously noted, what has happened? What 
does harmony look like? How much 
disharmony remains?

Many organizations should be able to tell the full story. If your organization is just starting up, you 
may still be in the middle of your formative trials, looking for that magic elixir. Even as a start-up, 
you can still employ phases of the hero’s story.
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Heifer International is a non-profit that helps 
impoverished families gain access to livestock 
such as chickens, goats, and bees. Livestock 
provide both food and marketable products, 
helping end both hunger and poverty, which 
supports Heifer International’s mission “to 
work with communities to end hunger and 
care for the Earth.”

Heifer as does a good job of telling the story of 
their founding. I’ll give a synopsis here to 
highlight the story elements I’ve previously 
outlined as they appear in Heifer’s tale.

• The hero of Heifer’s founding is Dan West, a 
farmer from the Midwest who served as an 
aid worker on the front lines of the Spanish 
Civil War. There, he saw weary soldiers 
who were victims of the villains hunger and 
poverty.

• In the midst of war, West saw the 
disharmony between the soldier’s hunger 
and the single cup of milk they were 
rationed each day. Being a farmer, he could 
easily accept the invitation to adventure in 
the form of his intuitive insight: what if the 
hungry had not a cup of milk, but a cow?

• This insight began Heifer’s 70 year quest to 
end hunger and poverty throughout the 
world. (Heifer smartly doesn’t try to fit 
their 70 year history, full of monsters and 
helpers, onto a single web page. But you do 
get the sense of that quest.)

Example of a hero story:

Heifer International
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• In the course of their quest, Heifer has 
discovered and brought back the magic 
elixir of “Passing On The Gift.” Families who 
received livestock from Heifer share the 
training they receive with others in their 
community, and they pass on the first 
female offspring of their livestock to 
another family. (Marketers: notice the 
efficient,  self-replicating distribution 
model–genius!)

• In this way, Heifer helps restore the 
harmony of self-reliance.

I’ll concede that rational, adult professionals 
may have some discomfort talking on-the-job 
about hero quests, villains,

victims, monsters, and magic elixirs. But, I also 
hope that you can clearly see that all these 
elements are present in a compelling story like 
that of Heifer.

This is just my theory, but I think the 
discomfort adults may have around such 
thinking comes from reconnecting with an 
emotional and childlike part of their 
imagination that once made them giddy with 
fun and wonder, but somehow got put away or 
pushed aside for more mature and mundane 
thoughts. 

Since when did mature and mundane ever 
inspire anyone?
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This paper began as a series of posts on my blog, “Marketing the Social Good,” found at 
MatthewSpaur.com. All the pictures used here I either obtained from public domain sources, 
such as Wikimedia Commons, or took myself. On my blog, I show readers how to layout 
documents using Microsoft® PowerPoint, which is what I’ve done here.

About “Marketing the Social Good”

In my blog, I explore the connection between marketing and the social good. Classic marketing 
concerns about product design, pricing, distribution, and promotion take on additional 
significance in the public sphere, especially for those around us who have less or need more 
just to have a decent life.

Matthew Spaur is a marketing and strategic communications 
professional with more than 25 years experience spanning the software, 
energy, education, and publishing industries. 

For help with your organizational storytelling or other aspects of  
marketing for the social good, connect with Matthew by completing the 
contact form at www.SpaurConsulting.com/Contact.  
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About Organizational Storytelling

http://www.spaurconsulting.com/contact


You might be thinking that this form of 
organizational storytelling is a one-shot deal. 
Sure, it works for telling organizational history, 
and that might be good for annual reports and 
“About Us” pages on websites. But is that all? 

Aspects of the hero’s tale structure can inform 
many other aspects of your organization’s 
communications. Here are some examples:

Disharmony

• Your vision statement should include the 
disharmony caused by the villains you’re 
trying to vanquish, as well as the victims of 
those villains.

• Research reports, policy white papers and 
editorial opinion pieces can provide more 
detail about the origins and impacts of 
villains, and the plight of victims.

Invitation to adventure

• Recruiting staff and volunteers should 
certainly be an invitation to adventure: 
Come join our cause and be a hero!

• Fundraising can also be an invitation.

Quest, monsters, and helpers

• Your mission statement should succinctly 
summarize your quest..

• Competitive and ecosystem analysis can 
document some of the monsters besetting 
your quest.

• Partner relations and ecosystem analysis can 
discover, map out, and encourage helpers.

Theft of the magic elixir 

• Research and product development 
descriptions are all about how your 
organization goes about stealing magic.

• Product and service descriptions, features, 
and benefits all document the magic you offer.

Return home to restore harmony

• Your vision and mission statements should 
include the harmony you wish to restore.

• Distribution is about bringing the magic back 
home, so distribution plans and reports can 
benefit from a heroic touch.

Storytelling across the organization
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